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Leonard Maltin's Classic Movie Guide
2010-01-27

covers thousands of films from the silent era through 1965 including the birth of a nation the
cabinet of dr caligari grand illusion the maltese falcon all three versions 1931 1936 and 1941
singin in the rain and godzilla king of the monsters this comprehensive guide has expanded
star and director indexes more foreign films and capsule reviews of little known and forgotten
films

Turner Classic Movies Presents Leonard Maltin's
Classic Movie Guide
2015-09-29

the definitive guide to classic films from one of america s most trusted film critics thanks to
netflix and cable television classic films are more accessible than ever now co branded with
turner classic movies leonard maltin s classic movie guide covers films from hollywood and
around the world from the silent era through 1965 and from the maltese falcon to singin in
the rain and godzilla king of the monsters thoroughly revised and updated and featuring
expanded indexes a list of maltin s personal recommendations and three hundred new
entries including many offbeat and obscure films this new edition is a must have companion
for every movie lover

Leonard Maltin's Movie Guide
2017-11-28

previously published as leonard maltin s 2015 movie guide this capstone edition includes a
new introduction by the author note no new reviews have been added to this edition now that
streaming services like netflix and hulu can deliver thousands of movies at the touch of a
button the only question is what should i watch summer blockbusters and independent
sleepers the masterworks of alfred hitchcock billy wilder and martin scorsese the timeless
comedy of the marx brothers and woody allen animated classics from walt disney and pixar
the finest foreign films ever made this capstone edition covers the modern era while
including all the great older films you can t afford to miss and those you can from box office
smashes to cult classics to forgotten gems to forgettable bombs listed alphabetically and
complete with all the essential information you could ask for with nearly 16 000 entries and
more than 13 000 dvd listings leonard maltin s movie guide remains head and shoulders
above the rest the new york times also included are a list of mail order and online sources for
buying and renting dvds and videos official motion picture code ratings from g to nc 17 and
leonard s list of recommended films
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Leonard Maltin's 2014 Movie Guide
2013-09-03

summer blockbusters and independent sleepers masterworks of alfred hitchcock billy wilder
and martin scorsese the timeless comedy of the marx brothers and buster keaton animated
classics from walt disney and pixar the finest foreign films ever made this 2014 edition
covers the modern era from 1965 to the present while including all the great older films you
can t afford to miss and those you can from box office smashes to cult classics to forgotten
gems to forgettable bombs listed alphabetically and complete with all the essential
information you could ask for new nearly 16 000 capsule movie reviews with more than 300
new entries new more than 25 000 dvd and video listings new up to date list of mail order
and online sources for buying and renting dvds and videos new completely updated index of
leading performers more official motion picture code ratings from g to nc 17 more old and
new theatrical and video releases rated to bomb more exact running times an invaluable
guide for recording and for discovering which movies have been edited more reviews of little
known sleepers foreign films rarities and classics and leonard s all new personal
recommendations for movie lovers date of release running time director stars mpaa ratings
color or black and white concise summary capsule review and four star to bomb rating
system precise information on films shot in widescreen format symbols for dvds videos and
laserdiscs completely updated index of leading actors up to date list of mail order and online
sources for buying and renting dvds and videos

Leonard Maltin's Movie Guide
2008

now updated and revised for 2009 maltin s guide is most authoritative book in the field and
now contains more entries than ever before it includes more than 17 000 entries as well as
10 000 dvd and 14 000 video entries original

Leonard Maltin's 2015 Movie Guide
2014-09-02

nearly 16 000 entries including 300 new entries and more than 13 000 dvd listings summer
blockbusters and independent sleepers masterworks of alfred hitchcock billy wilder and
martin scorsese the timeless comedy of the marx brothers and buster keaton animated
classics from walt disney and pixar the finest foreign films ever made this 2015 edition
covers the modern era from 1965 to the present while including all the great older films you
can t afford to miss and those you can from box office smashes to cult classics to forgotten
gems to forgettable bombs listed alphabetically and complete with all the essential
information you could ask for new nearly 16 000 capsule movie reviews with 300 new entries
more than 25 000 dvd and video listings up to date list of mail order and online sources for
buying and renting dvds and videos more official motion picture code ratings from g to nc 17
old and new theatrical and video releases rated to bomb exact running times an invaluable
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guide for recording and for discovering which movies have been edited reviews of little
known sleepers foreign films rarities and classics leonard s personal list of must see movies
date of release running time director stars mpaa ratings color or black and white concise
summary capsule review and four star to bomb rating system precise information on films
shot in widescreen format symbols for dvds videos and laserdiscs completely updated index
of leading actors

Hooked on Hollywood
2018-07-02

leonard maltin is america s best known film historian film reviewer and author of books that
have sold more than 7 million copies he remains a thought leader on past and present
hollywood through his website leonardmaltin com and a social media presence that includes
an active facebook page and a twitter feed with more than 66 000 followers in hooked on
hollywood maltin opens up his personal archive to take readers on a fascinating journey
through film history he first interviewed greats of hollywood as a precocious teenager in
1960s new york city he used what he learned from these luminaries to embark on a 50 year
and counting career that has included new york times bestselling books 30 years of regular
appearances coast to coast on entertainment tonight movie introductions on turner classic
movies and countless other television and radio performances early maltin interviews had
literally been stored in his garage for more than 40 years until goodknight books brought
them to light for the first time in this volume to entertain readers and inform future film
scholars teenaged leonard maltin landed one on ones with warner bros sexy pre code siren
joan blondell emmy winning and oscar nominated actor burgess meredith cecil b demille s
right hand man henry wilcoxon oscar winning actor ralph bellamy playwright novelist and
mgm screenwriter anita loos early screen heartthrob george o brien classic paramount
director mitchell leisen and others later in his career maltin sat down with men and women
who worked inside the top studios during the heyday of movies and early television this
second set of in depth interviews reveals what life was like under louis b mayer jack warner
harry cohn and the other titans of hollywood what emerges is a fascinating and at times
uproarious homage to golden era hollywood in addition key feature articles from maltin s
newsletter movie crazy are published here for the first time providing new perspectives on
the warner bros classics casablanca and gold diggers of 1933 as well as many other
masterpieces and bombs from hollywood history finally maltin looks back at what he
considers hollywood s overlooked studio rko radio pictures which gave us such classics as
king kong and the many dance musicals of astaire and rogers in leonard s unique and witty
style he looks at dozens of obscure rko features from the 1930s including saucy pre codes
musicals comedies and mysteries leonard maltin s love of movies and vast knowledge about
their history shines through from the first page to the last in this unique volume which
includes 150 rare photos and a comprehensive index

Leonard Maltin's Movie and Video Guide 2004
2003

offers readers a comprehensive reference to the world of film including more than six
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thousand dvd titles along with information on performers ratings running times and helpful
features

Leonard Maltin's Movie Encyclopedia
1994

maltin s long awaited comprehensive who s who of hollywood is entertaining and informative
as only maltin can make it a must reference for any moviegoer s bookshelf and the perfect
companion to his bestselling movie and video guide satellite tv tour

Leonard Maltin's 2013 Movie Guide
2012-09-04

new more than 16 000 capsule movie reviews with more than 300 new entries new more
than 13 000 dvd and 13 000 video listings new up to date list of mail order and online
sources for buying and renting dvds and videos new completely updated index of leading
performers more official motion picture code ratings from g to nc 17 more old and new
theatrical and video releases rated to bomb more exact running times an invaluable guide for
recording and for discovering which movies have been edited more reviews of little known
sleepers foreign films rarities and classics and leonard s personal list of fifty notable debut
features summer blockbusters and independent sleepers masterworks of alfred hitchcock
billy wilder and martin scorsese the timeless comedy of the marx brothers and buster keaton
animated classics from walt disney and pixar the finest foreign films ever made this 2013
edition covers the modern era from 1965 to the present while including all the great older
films you can t afford to miss and those you can from box office smashes to cult classics to
forgotten gems to forgettable bombs listed alphabetically and complete with all the essential
information you could ask for date of release running time director stars mpaa ratings color
or black and white concise summary capsule review and four star to bomb rating system
precise information on films shot in widescreen format symbols for dvd s videos and
laserdiscs completely updated index of leading actors up to date list of mail order and online
sources for buying and renting dvds and videos

Leonard Maltin's Movie Guide
2012

offers readers a comprehensive reference to the world of film including more than thirteen
thousand dvd titles along with information on performers ratings running times plots and
helpful features

Leonard Maltin's Movie and Video Guide 1997
1996

this number one bestselling movie guide is now better than ever it has been the movie buff s
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indispensable reference source for 27 years with a new revision every year it s the most
complete and up to date guide of its kind from box office smashes to cult classics to
forgettable bombs this guide has it all

Selected Short Subjects
2015-10-16

what do the little rascals the three stooges and laurel hardy have in common they all
achieved stardom in twenty minute shorts known as two reelers that delighted moviegoers
long before television gave these films a new lease on life leonard maltin documents the
great series as well as the forgotten ones peppering his ground breaking research with first
hand accounts from the people who made these mini movies here is a window into the vast
world of extra added attractions that were a vital part of hollywood s golden age the cast of
characters includes mack sennett hal roach w c fields jack benny robert benchley and many
others with spotlights on such popular titles as crime does not pay and john nesbitt s passing
parade which turn up regularly on turner classic movies maltin s definitive filmographies
have been updated with new cast information for this e book edition which also features a
newly written introduction

Starstruck
2021-10-12

hollywood historian and film reviewer leonard maltin invites readers to pull up a chair and
listen as he tells stories many of them hilarious of 50 years interacting with legendary movie
stars writers directors producers and cartoonists maltin grew up in the first decade of
television immersing himself in tv programs and accessing 1930s and 40s movies hitting the
small screen his fan letters to admired performers led to unexpected correspondences then
to interviews and publication of his own fan magazine maltin s career as a free lance writer
and new york times bestselling author as well as his 30 year run on entertainment tonight
gave him access to katharine hepburn elizabeth taylor sean connery shirley temple and
jimmy stewart among hundreds of other golden age stars his interviews cutting through the
hollywood veneer and revealing the human behind each legend starstruck also offers a
fascinating glimpse inside the disney empire and maltin s tenure teaching usc s popular film
course reveals insights into moviemaking along with access to past current and future stars
of film such as george lucas kevin feige quentin tarantino and guillermo del toro

Leonard Maltin's 2005 Movie Guide
2004

now revised and updated for 2005 this 1 bestselling movie resource contains more than 18
000 entries including 13 000 video and 7 000 dvd listings easily the most comprehensive
book of its kind anywhere usa today original
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Over the Moon: Illuminating the Journey
2020-11-13

discover the stunning art behind netflix s revolutionary over the moon directed by disney
alum and animation maestro glen keane fueled with determination and a passion for science
a bright young girl builds a rocket ship to the moon to prove the existence of a legendary
moon goddess there she ends up on an unexpected quest and discovers a whimsical land of
fantastical creatures directed by animation legend glen keane and produced by gennie rim
and peilin chou over the moon is an exhilarating musical adventure about moving forward
embracing the unexpected and the power of imagination

Leonard Maltin's TV Movies and Video Guide
1990

the great movie comedians from charlie chaplin to woody allen revised edition by leonard
maltin leonard maltin surveys the 20th century s greatest comedy performers to see what
made each one unique drawing on his own observations as well as interviews with directors
who worked with these stars he presents entertaining profiles of everyone from charlie
chaplin the genius who did it all to his modern day counterpart woody allen whose nebbish
persona became as identifiable as chaplin s little tramp along the way you ll learn about
pioneering comedienne mabel normand sexual provocateur mae west who wrote her own
saucy material iron man buster keaton the madcap marx brothers the relentlessly rowdy
three stooges and many many more maltin has revised his chapters and filmographies on
bob hope jerry lewis and woody allen to bring this acclaimed 1978 book up to date what s
more he s added some rare new photos to the already impressive gallery of images if you
love comedy you ll enjoy this celebratory volume

The Great Movie Comedians
2015-10-17

george cory and douglass cross wrote just one hit song i left my heart in san francisco they
were unknown before they wrote it and were unknown after it became a standard their lives
were a tangle they eked out a meager living in san francisco and brooklyn for 15 years before
tony bennett serendipitously came across the song which had languished his recording
revived his career and made the songwriters rich wealth didn t beget happiness the duo
broke up cross drank himself to death cory died from drinking as well widely believed to be a
suicide in 2016 san francisco dedicated a monument to the city s official song in front of the
iconic fairmont hotel a statue of tony bennett

Leonard Maltin's 2013 Movie Guide
2012
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summer blockbusters and independent sleepers masterworks of alfred hitchcock billy wilder
and martin scorsese the timeless comedy of the marx brothers and buster keaton animated
classics from walt disney and pixar the finest foreign films ever made this 2007 edition is
loaded with the films you can t afford to miss and those you can from box office smashes to
cult classics to forgotten gems to forgettable bombs listed alphabetically and complete with
all the essential information you could ask for

They Left Their Hearts in San Francisco
2017-12-07

carol alabaster focuses on developing a collection with high quality materials while saving
time and money

Leonard Maltin's 2007 Movie Guide
2006

as a child growing up in the deep south tom tennessee williams escaped from his tumultuous
home life by retreating into his imagination his love for made up stories would eventually
translate into a propensity for writing drama and poetry this compelling text places the
playwright s work in the context of his life and times allowing readers to gain a greater
understanding of the two time pulitzer prize winner featuring quotes excerpts and in depth
critical analysis of his most famous plays as well as his lesser known works the text provides
an in depth look at this hard working prolific playwright considered by many to be among the
greatest of his time

Developing an Outstanding Core Collection
2010-02-26

turner classic movies presents a festival of sunshine classics movies that capture the spirit of
the most carefree season of the year complete with behind the scenes stories reviews
vacation inspiration and a trove of photos summer movies is your guide to 30 sun drenched
classics that through beach parties road trips outdoor sports summer camp or some
intangible mood that brings the heat manage to keep summer alive year round packed with
production details stories from the set and more than 150 color and black and white photos
the book takes an in depth look at films from the silent era to the present that reflect the full
range of how summer has been depicted on screen both by hollywood and by international
filmmakers featured titles include moon over miami 1941 state fair 1945 key largo 1948
monsieur hulot s holiday 1953 the seven year itch 1955 the parent trap 1961 the endless
summer 1964 jaws 1975 caddyshack 1980 dirty dancing 1987 do the right thing 1989
moonrise kingdom 2012 call me by your name 2017 and many more
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Reading and Interpreting the Works of Tennessee
Williams
2016-12-15

hook wet hot american summer valley of the dolls there are some movies that defy
traditional critical assessment films that are panned by reviewers but that go on to become
beloved classics and cult phenoms anyway ever been crushed to learn your favorite movie or
a new one you re dying to see has been given the big green splat from rotten tomatoes
infamous tomatometer the site s editors stand by their critics and scores but they also feel
your pain fresh films shouldn t get all the glory in rotten movies we love the rt team
celebrates 101 rotten movies that can t be missed including box office behemoths that
bombed with critics space jam maleficent bad boys sci fi treasures so bad they re awesome
cherry 2000 zardoz masters of the universe rare rottens from fresh directors the life aquatic
with steve zissou marie antoinette legend willow deeply beloved cult classics the last dragon
empire records the craft macgruber underrated gems ahead of their time the strangers event
horizon practical magic the cable guy sequels worth a second look home alone 2 rocky iv
jurassic park iii return to oz featuring 16 essays from some of the world s most well known
film critics leonard maltin terri white amy nicholson david fear k austin collins and more and
punctuated with black and white film stills and punchy graphics it s a fun romp through the
quirkier corners of film history sure to delight any cinephile or pop culture fanatic

Summer Movies
2021-06-01

the fourth edition substantially updated and revised of leonard maltin s classic account of
walt disney s career and analysis of the huge library of disney films maltin presents a
fascinating overview of every disney film both animated and live action and includes plot
summaries production credits and critical commentaries for every movie released under
disney s leadership essential for all disney fans

Rotten Tomatoes: Rotten Movies We Love
2019-10-08

recognized as one of the leading authorities on american film leonard maltin is also a parent
who is aware of the differences between a child s and critic s perspective on films each film
listed includes its mpaa rating an explanation of that rating category and the author s own
rating system of whether or not a film is good bad or okay for both older and younger
children leonard maltin s film essays bring families together to create movie experiences that
both parents and children can enjoy
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The Disney Films
1984

a new york timesbestseller for the last three years in a row leonard maltin s comprehensive
film guide remains the biggest best and most authoritative in the field the 2008 edition
features more than 300 new entries a completely updated index of leading actors and
directors leonard s personal list of â œfifty more films you may have missed â and sources for
buying and renting dvds

Leonard Maltin's Family Film Guide
1999

originally published chicago lake claremont press 2007

Leonard Maltin's Movie Guide 2008
2007

the leading authority on american film is back with the latest edition of his indispensable los
angeles times and bestselling movie and video guide

Chicago TV Horror Movie Shows
2016-02-09

the real stars edited by leonard maltin everyone knows humphrey bogart and jean harlow but
the stars of hollywood s greatest era might not have shone as brightly if they weren t backed
up by talented character actors and supporting players this collection of profiles and
interviews turns the spotlight on those unsung heroes whose faces were often better known
than their names maltin s engaging conversations with such notables as billy gilbert gale
sondergaard hans conried and una merkel evoke a bygone era as we see what life was like
for these versatile players looking for anecdotes about w c fields or clark gable this book is
for you you ll also learn about bess flowers the queen of the dress extras and rex ingram the
black actor whose imposing presence eclipsed the stereotyping of the period this well
illustrated e book and print edition features a brand new introduction by leonard maltin

Leonard Maltin's Movie & Video
2001-01-01

ビリー ワイルダーが師と仰ぎ フランソワ トリュフォーがオマージュを捧げ 小津安二郎が影響を受けた 粋で軽妙洒脱な艶笑喜劇の名匠 エルンスト ルビッチ 極楽特急 ニ
ノチカ 生きるべきか死ぬべきか など 今なお宝石のごとく輝く数々の傑作をものした天才監督についての緻密な評伝と脚本家インタビュー 当時の批評や関係者の証言で ルビッ
チ タッチ とは何かを解き明かす古典的名著がついに登場
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The Real Stars
2015-10-22

now that netflix and hulu can deliver thousands of movies at the touch of a button the only
question is what should i watch

ルビッチ・タッチ
2015-04-10

more than 10 000 dvd and 14 000 video listings i recommend leonard maltin s guide which
has become standard roger ebert s video companion new more than 17 000 capsule movie
reviews with more than 300 new entries new up to date list of mail order and online sources
for buying and renting dvds and videos new newly update index of leading performers and an
index of leading directors more official motion picture code ratings from g to nc 17 more old
and new theatrical and video releases rated to bomb more exact running times an invaluable
guide for recording and for discovering which movies have been edited more reviews of little
known sleepers foreign films rarities and camp classics and leonard s ten new must see
movie lists

Leonard Maltin's 2015 Movie Guide
2014-09-02

what 151 movies have you never seen but should what french film could teach hollywood
how to make a smart sexy romantic comedy page 233 where will you find a female centric
western with a gender bending protagonist page 10 what film won a special jury prize at
sundance and then fell off the radar page 261 what farcical comedy includes such real life
characters as richard nixon and henry kissinger page 50 in what unsung comedy will you find
michael douglas giving his all time best performance page 130 what debut film from the
director of the dark knight creates palpable chills despite a shoestring budget and a no name
cast page 79 what john wayne movie was out of circulation for thirty years and still qualifies
as a sleeper page 121 what terrific heath ledger movie was released the same month as
brokeback mountain and flopped page 26 what clever modern day film noir was made for just
half a million dollars page 18 what captivating film stars one of the seminal artists of the
twentieth century page 203

Leonard Maltin's 2010 Movie Guide
2009

released in 1979 ridley scott s alien has come to be regarded as a classic film and has been
widely written about but how have audiences engaged with it this book presents the
sometimes very surprising results of a major audience research project exploring how people
remember and continue to engage with the film
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Leonard Maltin's 151 Best Movies You've Never Seen
2010-01-21

the perennial new york times bestseller now with summer blockbusters included for more
than forty years generations of movie lovers have relied upon leonard maltin to help them
decide what to watch comprehensive trustworthy and the most established guide on the
market leonard maltin s 2012 movie guide includes more than 10 000 dvd and 14 000 video
listings an updated index of leading performers and an index of leading directors old and new
theatrical and video releases rated to bomb reviews of little known sleepers foreign films
rarities and camp classics all new personal recommendations for movie lovers and sources
for buying and renting dvds

Alien Audiences
2016-04-29

the leading authority on american film is back with the latest edition of his indispensable los
angeles times and bestselling movie and video guide leonard maltin s movie and video guide
2004 is the best biggest and most up to date of its kind the comprehensive 2004 guide
includes capsule reviews of more than 18 000 films including more than 300 new entries
more than 13 000 listings of videocassettes and 8 000 dvd listings write ups on every film
series a revised index of leading actors and actresses leonard maltin s exclusive list of fifty
films that got away movies you really ought to see and much much more

Leonard Maltin's 2012 Movie Guide
2011

Leonard Maltin's Movie and Video Guide
2001

The Great Movie Shorts
1972

Leonard Maltin's Movie and Video Guide 2004
2003-09-30
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